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MACRO: Site Design 
Assignment 2 
 

I.  REFLECT & DOCUMENT  
DUE:  Mon Jan 23 
 
Post images of your MICRO Bio-Structure work (model, analytical drawings, precedent 
drawings, architectural / urban expansion)  and writing on the following: 
 
PROCESS 
What did I learn from the Bio-Structure assignment? 
What new design approaches and techniques should I try? 
 
PRODUCT 
What characteristics define the most successful Bio-Structure efforts?   
What aspects of this small-scale design can productively shape my Building design?   
How can the design be modified to address critical comments? 
 
NETWORK:  Who will act as my mentor and cheering section? 
 

II.  PROGRAM PREP 
All students should have the following 
 Spreadsheet of space areas 
 Bubble diagram of spatial relationships, entrances and egress 
 Definition of major activities' space needs, furnishing and equipment, relationships 
 Characterizations of key users  
 Code Constraints 
 

III.  SITE DESIGN 
 
1.  Revisit Design Objectives - what are the key criteria for success? 
Look for strong metaphors that can lead your design 
 
2. Check fit of Program to Site 
Overlay standard Portland blocks to scale onto your site plan. 
Show how large your building' would be at 1, 2 or more stories by drawing rectangles to 
scale.  Be sure to use Gross area by including a multiplier for non-programmed space. 
 
3. Create a Site Model toolkit 
Printout a large aerial view at a workable scale.  Create blocks and use strings for 
circulation.  Use the design objectives, constraints and conceptual metaphors to explore 



how to organize the program on the site.  Photograph at least 3 different massing 
alternatives for discussion. 
 
4. Research & summarize sustainability recommendations:  what landscape and building 
measures will you incorporate?  Include a reference image and bullet points for each 
technology 
 
5. Create at least five digital diagrams that show program organization and at most 
relevant factors such as circulation, private/public, sunny/shady, wet/dry, man-made / 
green divisions.   
 
6. Develop your favorite scheme with: 

- Site model   
- Site plan  
- Site sections 
- Imagined perspective sketches of life in the space 

7.  Share and reflect about the scheme on your blog  

 
BOOKS 
- Edward T. White, Site Analysis. Types of site information, example of analysis diagrams 
paired with design diagrams NA2540.5.W48 1983     

- Kevin Lynch Site Planning.  Explains how forms and elements shape experience  NA9031 
.L94 1971  

- Trancik, Roger, Finding Lost Space. NA9031.T73 1986   
 
Online Resource 
Urban Design Compendium by Llewelyn Davies for English Partnerships 
http://www.rudi.net/books/12260  (available on course folder) 


